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D

isasters have always posed a great challenge
to human beings [1]. An immediate impact
of most disasters on the local health care system
is the huge number of casualties that outstrip their
capability to provide the required care [2]. A timely
summoning of field hospitals (FH) especially in
large-scale disasters can significantly contribute to
the process of surge capacity [3]. A Field hospital is
defined as a “mobile, self-contained, self-sufficient
health care facility capable of rapid deployment
and expansion or contraction to meet immediate
emergency requirements for a specified period of
time” [4].
Since purchasing and maintaining a FH is costly
[5,6], some experts believe that mobile hospitals
are not cost effective due to their late arrival even
after the last casualties are evacuated in some cases.
The most influential factor leading to this delay is
the distance between the location where the FH is
stockpiled and the destination (impact area) [6]. The
stockpiling location of FHs not only affects the arrival

time, but also increases the risk of damage to the FH
itself during disasters. Therefore, FH financing would
raise the question where to stockpile it for effective
maintenance and quick deployment [7].
The answer might lie in a “site selection” process
to spot proper locations to reserve the FH. “Site
selection” refers to a process trying to select a proper
potential location to establish a specific structure
out of available candidate sites. With a proper FH
site selection process, increasing efficacy would
be possible despite its costly maintenance [5,6].
Furthermore, appropriate site selection for stockpiling
FHs would make the health system capable of budget
management and efficient utilization simultaneously.
Literature shows that addressing the subject of FH in
disasters are increasing (Figure 1), but up to February
2014 out of 455 scholar articles regarding FH, in four
electronic databases namely PubMed, Science Direct,
Google Scholar, and Scopus, even not a single one had
addressed site selection of a field hospital.
In addition, search in the grey literature showed that
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Fig. 1. Trend of published articles about field hospitals in the English literature.

only four articles had mentioned the word “place” in
their titles. The first article had addressed the issue
of a proper location for FHs after the disaster strike
[7]; the second one concerned the location of the
operating room in a FH [8]. The third article had
applied the word “place” referring to the “position”
of a FH in the general national defense system [9] and
the last one had addressed the location of surgical

care when needed [10].
As mentioned above, so far no study appears
to address FH site selection stockpiling. Further
evidence-based studies as well as cost-effectiveness
studies are needed to help define the appropriate
scope and application of FHs in different settings.
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